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Introduction
 

The Traditional Chakra System holds 7 Chakras within our body, these are positioned centres for
energy to flow through. 'Chakra' stems from the sanskrit word meaning 'Wheel', in Hindi the

translation means 'Wheel of Spinning Energy'. Chakras are energy vortexes that house energy, we
have 7 Major Energy Chakras and also quite a number of minor chakras within your body. It is

known that each chakra holds and is governed by principles of consciousness and spiritual laws to
encourage us to create a harmonious, well-balanced life and the world of which we live in. 

 
Chakras can be viewed as a rechargeable battery, they can be charged and recharged through

contact with cosmic energy. Imagine a power stream that runs up and down your back connecting
from the top of your head to the base of your spine. This is your main connection to the cosmic

energy of the universe.
 

The 7 major chakras are positioned within the centre of our bodies aligning with the vertical power
stream. the Chakras connect our spiritual and physical bodies regulating the flow of energy through
the electrical network that runs throughout our body system. Our electrical meridians resembles the

wiring within buildings, allowing the electric flow of energy into every part, ready to be used. As
some buildings can have electrical issues, Chakras can become blocked and low on energy

because of emotional and physical problems, and stress. 
 

With being said, if our bodies are not flowing the energy freely, this can bring on issues of mental,
emotional and physical health, being out of balance and discomfort with self. 

 
Let's start from the ground up!
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The Root Chakra
The Root Chakra is the first Chakra of the Traditional Chakra System and its energy

is based within the Earth Element. Its associated with feelings of safety and grounding, it’s the base
Chakra of the system and sets the foundation for expansion and enlightenment. This Chakra is

associated with the colour red. 
 

Its symbol is composed of a four-petaled lotus flower with a downward-pointing
triangle, its meaning connects to the spirit connecting with matter, grounding

on the earth and our earthly existence within our physical bodies. 
 

The Root Chakra is located at the base of the spine with its corresponding
locations the perineum, along the first three vertebrae above the pelvic plexus.

The kidneys, legs and colon are also associated with the Root Chakra. 
 

Characteristics of the Root Chakra:
·     Security and Safety

·     Survival
·     Basic Needs (shelter, sleep, food and self-care, etc)

·     Aspects of the Self
·     Physicality 
·     Grounding
·     Support

 
This oil assists into balancing and grounding your energy, to help feel supported and encourages

exploration of self.  As the Root Chakra can be imbalanced, this blend helps to release the feelings
of instability, vulnerability and insecurity. 

 
The crystal within the roller is Black Tourmaline. This crystal assists in protection against negative

energies and emotions, grounding the self, cleansing your auric field and bringing balance.
 

Oil Ingredients:
Patchouli
Lavender

Cedarwood
Vetiver

Sweet Orange
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The Sacral Chakra
The Sacral Chakra is the second Chakra of the Traditional Chakra System and its

energy is based with the energy of pleasure, emotional balance, and sexuality.
This Chakra is situated within the Water Element. 

 
This Chakra is connected to the colour orange and its symbol is composed of a circle with six

petals and a moon crescent. Both elements display its connection to the energy of the moon and
its energy fluctuates with emotions and water.  

 
This energy point is based on the Sacrum which is a large bone above the coccyx. The

Sacral Chakra is associated with the colour orange and the reproductive organs
for both women and men, the bladder and lymphatic system.

 

Characteristics of the Sacral Chakra:
·     Emotions

·     Relationships
·     Expression of sexuality, sensual pleasure 

·     Creativity
·     Fantasising 

 
This oil blend assists into emotionally balancing, encouraging creative flow and

harnessing your sexual energy and releasing feelings of dependency,
codependency, feeling out of touch with self and overindulging in sexual fantasies. 

 
The crystal assisting this oil blend is Citrine. Citrine enhances your creative flow, activates the first

three lower chakras (Root, Sacral and Solar Plexus), clarifying your thoughts and feelings and
encourages your manifesting power to bring your dreams into fruition. 

 
Oil Ingredients:

Tangerine
Ylang Ylang

Patchouli
Cardamon
Cedarwood
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The Solar Plexus Chakra
The Solar Plexus Chakra is the third Chakra on the Traditional Chakra System and its

energy is based with our own personal power, mental abilities and expression of
will. This Chakra is associated with the Fire Element and the colour yellow,

which both represent the connection with the sun, heat, the energy of light in
all forms of power. 

 
The Solar Plexus is closely connected to the digestive system and the pancreas. This

energy point is based between the navel and the lower part of the chest, as
this Chakra is connected to the digestive system. 

 
The main function of this energy centre is providing momentum to move forward and realise the
personal desires and intentions into reaching your goals and the actions to drive you forward. 

 

Characteristics of the Solar Plexus Chakra:
·     Expression of Will
·    Intellectual Abilities
·     Personal Power

·     Ability to Problem solve 
·     Wisdom

 
This oil blend encourages self-esteem, assertiveness and harnessing your personal

power to find direction to follow your desires in life. This roller also
assists into helping release excessive controlling tendencies, feelings of

helplessness, irresponsibility and manipulation.
 

The crystal in this roller is Tiger's Eye. This crystal encourages psychic ability, self-esteem,
courage, empowerment of the self, vitality, grounding your energy and protection from negative

energies. 

 
Oil Ingredients:

Lemon
Bergamot

Juniper Berry
Frankincense

Vetiver
Lavender
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The Heart Chakra
The Heart Chakra is the fourth Chakra of the Traditional Chakra System and its

energy is driven by transformation and integration. This fourth energy centre
bridges earthly and spiritual aspirations within one’s self. 

 
This Chakra is associated with the Air Element and the colour green, which both represents the

powerful enrichment of life, love, beauty and compassion. 
 

The Heart Chakra is connected to the cardiac system and the lungs. This energy
centre point is based in the centre of the chest, just left of the heart and between the breasts. 

 
The main function of this energy centre connects the upper and lower Chakras together, it’s the centre
of integration of earthly matters and higher aspirations creating harmonious energy flow between each

Chakra. 
 

Characteristics of the Heart Chakra:
·     Integration of earthly and spiritual connections

·     Capacity to love
·     Transcending personal identity and limitations of ego

·     Appreciation of beauty in all things
·     Experiencing deep and meaningful relationships 

·     Experiencing unconditional love and connection with all 
 

This oil blend assists into opening oneself to have the capacity to love yourself
and others, expanding your views on your identity and egoic mind and being open

to experiencing deep and meaningful connections with others. This blend
releases feelings of disconnection, discernment, fears of intimacy, victimisation and being unforgiving.

 
The crystal in this roller is Green Aventurine. This crystal is known as the prosperity stone, a comforter
and an all-round healer. It brings harmonising energies into your life assisting in emotional calmness,

well-being and happiness. This crystal helps strengthen your relationship with yourself and with others,
mental clarity and releasing of old patterns and habits. 

 
Oil Ingredients:

Lavender
Ylang Ylang
Bergamot
Geranium

Frankincense
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The Throat Chakra
The Throat Chakra is the fifth Chakra in the Traditional Chakra System and its
energy is driven by principle of communication and expression. It’s also the

passage of energy between the lower parts of the body and the head. 
 

This Chakra is associated with the colour blue. It is related to the element of sound,
being that with the throat Sound is projected into the air and its vibration is

felt beyond our ears but also within our body. 
 

The Throat Chakra is connected to the mouth, jaws, tongue, pharynx and palate and
also to the shoulders and neck. As this Chakra is multidimensional, creating

with forms of expression linking to spiritual and earthly realms of life. 
 

Characteristics of the Throat Chakra:
·     Expression

·     Communication
·     Connection with the Etheric realm

·     Intuition
·     Realisation of purpose

·     Creation, Projecting Ideas 
 

This oil blend assists into encouraging expression of one’s ideas, truths, purpose
in life, views, thoughts, feelings and intentions, connecting you to spirit and
releasing feelings of disconnection, insecurity, timidity, fear of expression,

self-esteem, secrecy and inability to listen to others.
 

The crystal in this roller is Lapis Lazuli. Lapis enhances self expression, activates the Throat and Third
eye Chakra, assisting in honest and truthful communication, encourages intuition and uplifts your

energy. 

 
Oil Ingredients:

Cedarwood
Frankincense 

Basil
Sweet Orange
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The Third Eye Chakra is the sixth Chakra within the Traditional Chakra System and
its energy is engaged with the principle of intuition, openness and imagination. 

 
This Chakra is associated with the colour purple and is connected

to the element of wisdom. This Chakra symbol contains two elements being the upside-down
triangle and the lotus flower, both associated with wisdom and intuition. 

 
The Third Eye Chakra is connected to the pineal gland and is situated between the eyes

where the eyebrows meet, the energy centre is located behind the eyes in the
middle of the head. As this Chakra is connected to the pineal gland, it’s in
charge of regulating biorhythms within the body, which includes sleep and

waking time.
 

Characteristics of the Third Eye Chakra:
·     Vision

·     Intuition
·     Perception of subtle dimensions and movements of energy
·     Psychic abilities related to clairvoyance and clairaudience

·     Access to mystical states, illumination
·     Connection to wisdom, insight

·     Motivates inspiration and creativity
 

This oil blend assists into connecting with our more subtle senses of clairvoyance, clairaudience
and intuition. It helps you look beyond your physical vision and into your
inner knowing by tapping into your spiritual state of mind. This blend also

assists into bringing awareness and releasing feelings of stagnation,
disconnection to self, lack of vision, rejection and lack of clarity.

 
The crystal in this roller is Amethyst. Amethyst is considered one of the most spiritual crystals, it

enhances intuition, spirituality and meditation, brings protection, neutralises negative energies, helps
have a deeper understanding of life, calms the mind and spirit and balance emotional instability. 

 
Oil Ingredients:

Bergamot
Lavender
Rosemary
Clary Sage

Sage
 

The Third-Eye Chakra
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The Crown Chakra
 

 The Crown Chakra is the seventh and last Chakra within the Traditional Chakra
System. Its energy is based within the principles of access to the higher

states of consciousness as we become open to our own personal visions and
perceptions of life. 

 
This Chakra is associated with the colour deep purple, the auric energy is seen as gold, white or clear light.
This Chakra symbol contains a thousand petals and circle which connects to the divine connection of the

universe. 
 

The Crown Chakra is connected to the pituitary gland and secondarily to the pineal
and hypothalamus. As the hypothalamus and the pituitary gland function to

regulate the endocrine system, the crown Chakra is closely associated with the
brain and the nervous system. 

 
This energy centre is located at the top of the head or slightly above the head sitting like a crown that radiates

pure energy upwards.
 

Characteristics of the Crown Chakra:
·     Consciousness

·     Awareness of higher consciousness, wisdom, of what is sacred
·     Connection with the formless, the limitless
·     Realization, liberation from limiting patterns

·     Communion with higher states of consciousness, with
·     Ecstasy, bliss

·     Presence
 

This oil blend encourages your awareness of higher consciousness, accessing inner
knowledge, releasing limiting patterns and helping to connect to your higher self.

 
As this Chakra is associated with transcendence of our limitations and into

higher consciousness, this oil also helps with releasing energy imbalances with
feelings of disconnection, closed-mindedness, obsessive attachments to

spiritual matters and disconnection from your physical body and other earthly
matters.

 
The crystal in this roller is Moonstone. This crystal encourages hope, enhances feminine energies, sensitivity,

intuition and psychic abilities. Brings strong energies of abundance, brings new beginnings, peace and
tranquility, protection and stimulates the mind. 

 

Oil Ingredients:
Lavender

Frankincense
Cedarwood

Lime
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@thesoulfulalchemist

@thesoulfulalchemist

The Soulful Alchemist

@thesoulfulalchemist

I am committed to using your Mind-Body-Spirit Connection and Spiritual Laws alongside

Numerology, Past Life and Karmic Connections, Aromatherapy, and Intuitive Nutrition to

benefit Blended Families, Parents and Entrepreneurs globally.

Integrating your Human and Metaphysical experiences and bridging the gap so you can

create a Family and Life by design – a life with purpose and one you are here to live!

 

Certified Numerologist 

Certified Master Aromatherapist

Certified Colour Therapist

Certified QHHT Practitioner Level 2

Certified Integrative Nutrition Health Coach

Certified International Coach 

Creator and Founder of The Soulful Alchemy.

Hi Soulful Love!

From corporate professional to Numerology and

Metaphysical Energy and Body expert - I have created

programs to help you understand what your Emotional

Trauma is, where it is coming from and how you can use

it to transform your life from one of suffering to one of

thriving!

Author's Note


